(not necessarily locally flat). namely the cone on y. In [ Fig. 2) . This diffeomorphismjtakes the loop 7 to the loop 6, i.e.f( 7) = 6. Also notice that 6 is smoothly slice in W. 
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ONE OF the useful properties of the 4-ball is that any loop y in S' bounds a PL-disc in B'
(not necessarily locally flat). namely the cone on y. In [ Fig. 2) . This diffeomorphismjtakes the loop 7 to the loop 6, i.e.f( 7) = 6. Also notice that 6 is smoothly slice in W. points. By isotopy we can push these points together, that is we can assume that there is only one singular point x,,. Then there is a 4-ball neighborhood c' of .x0 in inr( W) and a knot K in SJ such that there is a diffeomorphism ( k'. D n b') 2 (B', cone (K)). Now since BVu ,( -Ii') = S' and 5 is slice in -15' and j"(y) = 8. K is slice in Wu/( -IV) -irff( C') 'z B". So K bounds a smooth disc D,, in C'. This implies that y bounds a smooth disc in CV, namely D * = (D -V n D) u D, as indicated in Fig. 3 . This contradicts Theorem 2. 
Let Q = B' -N( D'
). / induces a map /*: 2Q -P JQ. Clearly /* can not extend smoothly over Q otherwise this would give an extension off over W contradicting Theorem 2. The affect of removing a tubular neighborhood of D' from W is the introducing a l-handle as in Fig. 5, i .e. putting a dot on u (cf. [2)). So Fig. 5 is the handlebody of Q. By sliding the 2-handle over the l-handle as indicated in Fig. 5 we get Fig. 6 and by another handle slide we obtain Fig. 7 which also describes Q. The shading in the figures indicates the ribbon discs which are pushed inside of B* and removed from B'. In Fig. 7 we also draw the pictures of the loops 7 and S which the induced map f* switches. Easily from Fig. 7 we see that rrr(Q) = 2. f' extends to a self homotopy equivalence of Q, and by (43 /* extends to a homeomorphism F: Q + Q. Let Q* bc the smooth structure on Q obtained by pulling back the smooth structure of Q by F. Then clearly Q* can not bc difkomorphic rcl boundary to Q, i.e. the indentity can not extend to a diffeomorphism Q --t Q'.
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